Regional Moon Sighting Criteria for the UK
This criteria was proposed by Eng. Qamar Uddin (in 2016) and adopted by the ICOUK1 membership in January 2017

1. Abstract
This paper discusses the basis for a local moon sighting criteria and for the adverse UK weather conditions, it
proposes a regional moon sighting zone (Matla/  )المطا لعto include Western European countries (longitude) down
to Tropic of Cancer (23.5° latitude), which includes Morocco. The Sharia basis is explained with quotations from
Quran and Ahadith and the Scientific basis are explained with related calculations of prayer times and
geographical map boundaries. The result is similar to some existing moon sighting criteria, but not the same.

2. Introduction
The geographical location of the UK is such that adverse weather conditions persist throughout the year (as it’s an
Island between oceans). As a result, it is not always possible to sight the first day’s crescent moon (Hilal) every
consecutive month. If the months are completed 30-days continuously, then after six consecutive months, it will
result in the future months having less than 29-days, which is not permitted in a lunar calendar system. A
coordinated effort by ICOUK members since 2008 has proven that it is possible to sight the Hilal on the UK
horizons for a few months in a year. However, it has been a custom for UK Muslims to borrow foreign moon
sighting news throughout the year, which leads to divisions, since foreign news are often contradictory.
This paper proposes a lunar calendar based on local sighting with extension of the UK horizon to nearby countries
where reliable moon sighting can or does take place, but excluding any locations that are too far East or West
(based on sunset to dusk times) and is above the Equator (to avoid change of seasons). The local moon sighting
efforts by ICOUK members, together with news from Morocco over past 8 – 10 years has proven this method to
work satisfactorily, which also matches the Fiqh rule of Difference of Sightings (Ikhtilaf al Matali’/ )اختالف المطا لع
and Nearest Latitude ()أقرب آل بلد.

3. Local Moon Sighting
The importance of starting the lunar months with local moon sighting are given below:
3.1
The order to begin the month by sighting the Hilal comes from the following verse of the Quran when the
Jews of Madinah asked the Sahabah ()راضي هللا عنهم, why the phase of the moon kept changing? In response to this
question put to the Prophet Muhammad ()صلى هللا عليه وسلم, Allah says:
They ask you, [O Muhammad], about the new [crescent] moons. Say, "They are measurements of time for the
people and for Hajj." (Quran 2:189) / http://tanzil.net/#2:189
The Mufassirun (commentators) have stated that there could be two reasons why Allah has used the plural form
of the crescent moons (Ahilla/ )االهلة, instead of the singular form (Hilal/ )الهالل. It can mean Allah is referring to
(a) every region with their own [phase of the] crescent moons or
(b) all the months of the year with their own crescent moons
The Mufassirun have also stated that based on the above verse of the Quran, it is a communal obligation (fardh
kifaya /  )فرض كفايةto establish a Hijri calendar based on moon sighting for all 12 months of the year and not just
for Ramadan two Eids (as is the common practice in some Muslim communities or countries).
This is highlighted in the following verse of the Quran, where Allah says:
“Indeed, the number of months with Allah is twelve months (in a year) so was it ordained by Allah [from] the day
He created the heavens and the earth; " (Quran 9:36) / http://tanzil.net/#9:36
1

Islamic Crescent Observation for the UK (www.icouk.net); Moon Sighting UK (www.moonsighting.org.uk)
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3.2
In the time of Prophet Muhammad ()صلى هللا عليه وسلم, the Sahabah ( )راضي هللا عنهمwere instructed to start
the lunar month by sighting the Hilal from their own horizon. This point is supported by the following Hadith.
Kuraib ( )راضي هللا عنهreported that Umm Fadl, daughter of Harith, sent him (Fadl, i.e. her son) to Mu'awiya in Syria.
I (Fadl) arrived in Syria, and did the needful for her. It was there in Syria that the month of Ramadan commenced. I
saw the new moon (of Ramadan) on Friday. I then came back to Medina at the end of the month. Abdullah b.
'Abbas (Allah be pleased with him) asked me (about the new moon of Ramadan) and said:
When did you see it? I said: We saw it on the night of Friday. He said: (Did) you see it yourself? I said: Yes, and the
people also saw it and they fasted and Mu'awiya also fasted, whereupon he said: But we saw it on Saturday night.
So we will continue to fast till we complete thirty (fasts) or we see it (the new moon of Shawwal). I said: Is the
sighting of the moon by Mu'awiya not valid for you? He said: No; this is how the Messenger of Allah ( صلى هللا عليه
 )وسلمhas commanded us. Yahya b. Yahya was in doubt (whether the word used in the narration by Kuraib) was
Naktafi or Taktafi. (Muslim/1087) / http://sunnah.com/muslim/13
In 1981 the Muslims World League (MWL) Fiqh Council in Makkah organised a conference with many eminent
scholars of the Muslim World (including the Saudi Scholar, Shaykh Abdul Aziz Bin Baaz and the Indian Scholar,
Shaykh Abul Hasan Ali Nadawi) to discuss the moon sighting issue and they all signed a declaration in support of
local moon sighting for all 12 months of the year, including Dhul Hijjah (for Eid-ul Adha) – see references.
3.3
Muslim historians have recorded that the Farewell Pilgrimage (Hujja-tul Wada’ / )حجة الوداعof the Prophet
Muhammad ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمwas on Friday 9th Dhul Hijjah 10 AH in Makkah and his demise was on Monday 12
Rabi-ul Awwal 11 AH (3 months later) in Madinah. Noting that a lunar month is either 29 or 30 days, it is not
possible to synchronise the calendar of Makkah with Madinah, even if all three months are made 30-days, as the
Madinah calendar still becomes 1-day short (demise falls on Sunday) with that of Makkah. This difference was
resolved by the Muslim historian Mulla Ali Qari ()رحمة هللا عليه, who stated that people of Madinah started the
month of Dhul Hijjah 10 AH 1-day after that of Makkah. The calendar diagram below illustrates this point (and also
the fact that a lunar month did not start on the day of a Solar Eclipse/New Moon in Madinah (29 Shawwal 10 AH).
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This calendar proves beyond any doubt of the point that people of Makkah and Madinah carried out local moon
sighting at the time of Prophet Muhammad ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمand they did not borrow the news from each other.
3.4
A few years ago (c. 1998) the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) decided to follow local moon
sighting for Ramadan and Makkah (Saudi Arabia) for Dhul Hijjah (Eid-ul Adha), instead of local moon sighting for all
months. When a renowned scholar (Mufti Taqi Usmani) was asked to comment on the validity of the above
criteria, he commented that both Ramadan and Dhul Hijjah should be started according to local moon sighting
since following Makkah by foreign countries has no basis (or precedence) in Islam. He also pointed out the
unanimous ruling of the world Muslim Scholars on the same issue more recently (see Reference) and also pointed
out that Eid-ul Fitr and Eid-ul Adha were celebrated by the Prophet Muhammad ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمin Madinah from
2 AH when Ramadan became obligatory, which was 7 years before Hajj became obligatory in 9 AH and he ( صلى هللا
 )عليه وسلمnever attempted to borrow the moon sighting news from Makkah to Madinah for Eid-ul Adha, even
though 9 days and 10 nights were more than enough time to send a horse rider with the news from Makkah to
Madinah.

270 miles

Note that the distance between Makkah and Madinah is about 270 miles
between mountain passes, which now has modern highways (avoiding shorter
distance over mountains). The mode of travel at that time was by horse (30 mph)
or camel (24 mph). So the total time to travel will be approximately 9 hrs by a
horse or 12 hrs by a camel. Even if overnight rest was included in the journey, a
horse or a camel rider could easily reach Madinah from Makkah in under 24
hours. There is no evidence in Islamic history for past Muslim khulafah, leaders
and governors to attempt to synchronise the calendar of Madinah with Makkah,
since local sighting was the standard.

This malpractice by foreigners have only started with the advent of modern
telecommunication from 1980’s when International telephones became available
and Muslims going on Hajj/Umrah calling back home with the news of the lunar
date declared from Riyadh (Saudi Arabia). The scholars of Saudi Arabia follow
strictly local moon sighting news and they have publicly stated for foreign countries to follow their own horizon
and not Saudi Arabia. This is found in the fatawa of Shaikh Saleh Ibn Uthaimeen ( )رحمة هللا عليهand mentioned more
recently at the Istanbul Conference in Turkey (28 – 30 June 2016) by one of the scholars from Saudi Arabia.

4. Global Moon Sighting
The concept of global moon sighting has never been practiced in the past 1400 years, so what does it mean.
4.1
Some Muslims in the UK consider that it is not necessary to make any efforts to sight the moon locally,
since it is now possible to obtain the news from anywhere is the world regardless of how far it is to the East or to
the West. This opinion is based on a unique interpretation of the following hadith:
Abu Huraira ( )راضي هللا عنهمreported Allah's Messenger ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمhas saying: “Observe fast on sighting it
(the new crescent moon) and break (fast) on sighting it (the new crescent moon), but if the sky is cloudy for you,
then complete the number (of thirty)”. [Muslim] / http://sunnah.com/muslim/13/21
The [only] Hanafi Jurist, Imam Ibn Abedin As-Shami (d.1252 AH/1836 CE) stated in Radd al-Muhtar ala Ad-Durr alMukhtar that the command to “observer fast /  )”صُومُوis to the whole Ummah, so anyone who receives the news
(from East or West) should follow it. If this interpretation is applied to the whole world, it seems to go against the
noble practice of the Prophet Muhammad ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمand the Sahabah ( )راضي هللا عنهمas mentioned earlier
and hence other scholars interpret that command to means “regional sighting” and not “global sighting” (see
below).
If we were to consider the above interpretation as “global sighting” then it has two problems in practice and only
works in one direction, i.e. if a location in the West is following a location in the East (and not the other way
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around). For example, (1) if the moon was reported to have been sighted in Brisbane, Australia (GMT+10 hrs) then
all locations to the West following the above opinion would most probably make the declaration after their Dhuhr
or Asr prayer and local moon sighting would be
abandoned; (2) if there were no moon sighting in the
East and they were waiting for news from the far West,
until California, USA (GMT – 8 hrs) claimed a sighting
then it will be past their Fajr time and possibly past
mid-morning in far East location such as Brisbane. Even
if UK was to wait for news from USA (California), it will
be past Fajr time (4 am) next morning, apart from
additional problem of verifying foreign news.
Therefore, this opinion of following moon sighting news
from the West adds undue hardship, which is against
the principles of Shariah (“Allah intends for you ease
and does not intend for you hardship”, Quran 2:185).
So, global sighting is impossible due to the Spherical
Earth with Time-Zone differences.
This problem can be visualised by looking at the world
as a Globe/Sphere and not as a flat-map (see diagram).

5. Regional Moon Sighting
5.1

There was an occasion when the Prophet ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمaccepted news from a distance place, as below.

Narrated Ikrimah ()راضي هللا عنه: Once the people doubted the appearance of the moon of Ramadan, and intended
neither to offer the tarawih prayer nor to keep fast. A bedouin came from al-Harrah and testified that he had
sighted the moon. He was brought to the Prophet ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمand He asked: Do you testify that there is no
god but Allah, and that I am the Messenger of Allah? He said: Yes; and he testified that he had sighted the moon.
He commanded Bilal ( )راضي هللا عنهwho announced to the people to offer the tarawih prayer and to keep fast. (Abu
Dawud) 2 / http://sunnah.com/abudawud/14/29
Ibn ‘Abbas ( )راضي هللا عنهnarrated: ‘A Bedouin came to the Prophet ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمand said, ‘I have sighted the
crescent (of Ramadan). He then said to him, "Do you testify that there is none worthy of worship but Allah?” The
Bedouin said, ‘Yes.’ He asked him again, "Do you testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah?” The man
replied, ‘Yes.’ The Prophet ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمthere upon said, "O Bilal! Announce to the people to (start) fasting
tomorrow." Related by the five Imams. Ibn Khuzaimah and Ibn Hibban graded it as Sahih. (Bulugh al-Maram) /
http://sunnah.com/urn/2059050
Note that the above incident happened when it was cloudy in Madinah at the end of Shaban and the people did
not see the Hilal. So when a Bedouin from outside (Al-Harrah) came with the news, it was accepted. Al-Harrah is a
high place about 3 miles (5km) North East/West of Madinah and hence the Bedouin could have come on foot.
5.2
The first day’s crescent moon always stays a short time on the horizon after sunset (Maghrib) and most
certainly sets before dusk (Isha). The time difference between Maghrib and Isha in Madinah is about 1:20 hrs.
Therefore, even if the Bedouin came on a horse, he could not have travelled more than 30 – 40 miles from outside
Madinah. Note that in the UK, the Maghrib to Isha time fluctuates between 1 hr to 1.5 hrs (Summer – Winter)3.

The authenticity of the above hadith is weak, but due to multiple narrations with same meaning, it is classified as good ( حسن
 )لغيرهand confirmed by scientific data that first crescent moon visibility occurs after Maghrib (sunset) and before Isha (dusk).
3
The time span between Maghrib and Isha can be seen for a 12 months’ prayer times or estimated by considering the
shortest (21st Dec) and longest (21st Jun) days of the year (or for UK Isha, use night-length fraction in winter for summer).
2
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Therefore, it is recommended that the UK Muslims should not
extend the boundaries of moon sighting news from abroad any
more than 1.5 hrs to the East or West from a central location (eg.
Bradford, West Yorkshire). It means, when it is Maghrib in the UK,
it would be Isha time in the Eastern boundary and when it is Isha
time in the UK, it would be Maghrib time in the Western boundary
(see boundaries map).
Since the earth rotates 15° longitudes every hour (i.e. 360° every
24 hrs), it means the sunset 1.5 hour before UK time will be the
longitude of near Berlin (Germany) and 1.5 hour after UK sunset
time would be longitude of Dakar (Senegal). Given the usual
cloudy weather condition of UK, it is recommended that a
Regional Moon Sighting rule based on the above Hadith and the
Fiqh interpretations should be applied, limiting how far East or
West from the UK the news can be obtained from (between
Maghrib and Isha prayers).
Furthermore, the opposite Hemisphere must not follow each
other because when the Hilal rises over Northern Hemisphere, it is
usually moonset-before-sunset on the Southern Hemisphere and
vice versa, whereas it should be opposite (Quran 91:1-2). Also, when it's Summer (longer days) in the Northern
Hemisphere, it is Winter in the Southern Hemisphere (shorter days) and vice versa. Hence, artificially changing the
season for moon sighting must be avoided.
Allah ( )سبحانه وتعالىin his infinite wisdom has chosen the lunar year (354 days) to be shorter than the solar year
(365 days), so the lunar months (Ramadan) rotate through all the seasons (Winter, Spring Summer, Autumn etc).
Note also that borrowing news from opposite Hemisphere causes a lunar date change, which is tantamount to
intercalation that is forbidden in the Quran (9:37). Hence, it is recommended for UK Muslims not to borrow news
from Southern Hemisphere, but restrict down to Tropic of Cancer (23.5° latitude), which includes Morocco and
Algeria.

6. Verifying Moon Sighting
6.1

It is important to verify all moon sighting reports, before they are accepted as explained below.

Moon sighting reports collected by the International Islamic Crescent Observation Project (ICOP) since 1998 shows
that the Muslim counties have been starting and celebrating Ramdan/Eids over 4 – 5 days, where as it should be
over 2 days worldwide, if not in 1 day. It proves the point that all human beings can make mistakes, even if they
are honest/pious observers! Psychological studies have proven that when a person has a high expectation to see
an object then the psychological bias of the brain may make them think they have seen it, whereas in reality it was
something else (e.g. a contrail) instead of the Hilal. Therefore, the group sighting (Jamme Gafir) requirement in
Hanafi Fiqh for clear sky conditions is a must, since it is unlikely that a very large group of people will make the
same mistake as may be the case with a solo observer. Furthermore, the following verse of the Quran makes it
essential to investigate/verify all moon sighting reports for Shariah purposes.
“O you who believe! If there comes to you Fasiq with information, investigate it, lest you harm a people out of
ignorance and become regretful over what you have done.” (Quran 49:6)
It is reported that Imam Abu Yusuf (d.798 CE), a student of Imam Abu Hanifa (d.767 CE) required 50 plus witnesses
when he was the Qadhi (Judge) in Baghdad. Similarly, both Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad required a
[large] group of observers from each masjid in town, i.e. such a large number that it is difficult to discredit them. In
fact, the word “investigate/verify” in the above verse has been considered to be a significantly larger number of
people until the Judge is satisfied that the sighting claim is genuine and not a mistake (or a fabrication).
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6.2

It is reported at the time of Umar (ra), group sighting was able to eliminate the mistakes by individuals.

Anas b. Malik narrated: "We were with Umar ( )راضي هللا عنهbetween Makkah and Madina. We looked for Hilal (of
D. Hijjah). As I had sharp eyes, I saw it. (But) Nobody other than me could confirm that he (also) had seen it. I kept
telling Umar (( )راضي هللا عنهthe Khalifah and the Qadi): Don’t you see it? He (kept on looking for it but) did not see
any. Anas (RA) says that Umar (RA) told him: “I might soon see it ”.... I (Anas) was stretched on my bed listening (to
Umar's description of Ahl al-Jannah and Ahl-al-Naar). (Muslim) http://sunnah.com/muslim/53/91
It was puzzling when Hadrat Anas (( )راضي هللا عنهat very old age) claimed to have seen a crescent moon when
everybody else, at the same location could not see the crescent moon. Then on removing the white hair from the
eyebrow of Hadrat Anas ()راضي هللا عنه, he was asked to see again. Now he could see no 'crescent moon'. (See Aujaz
al Masalik v.5, p.21, Tantawi's Irshad p.154, Bain al- Sunnah wal Ijtihad by Nimr p.50 etc.
A number of similar stories like the above exists in Fiqh texts to justify group sightings and points out the fact that
it is possible for an honest/pious person to make a mistake (human error) in spotting the Hilal (see References).
It should also be noted that in modern times, the sky is not as clear and free from artificial objects as it used to be
in the past centuries. This means, it is possible for a solo observer (or even a group of inexperienced observers!) to
mistaken something else for the Hilal (e.g. a contrail). Therefore, it is necessary to use a large group of observers
from different locations, to eliminate human errors. Indeed, this used to be the case amongst many past
Governments (e.g. Ottoman Empire) who used to follow Hanafi Fiqh of group sightings (Jamme Ghafir) in clear sky
conditions. Similarly, reports from average eye-sight observers were considered and not for ‘sharp-eye’ observers.
It is also a good idea to use astronomical data to cross-check the position/orientation of the crescent moon with
that of any observation report and insist on a very large group if the data shows it’s not possible to be sighted.
6.3
In the night of the Hilal (on 29th or 30th lunar date), the
moon follows the sun (Quran 91:1-2) after sunset. Since the
sunset in the East is before the sunset in the West and the moon
is closely following the sun, any sighting claim from the East must
be possible to be witnessed in the West in the same evening,
especially on the same latitude with slight North/South variations
(within the visibility parabola of the visibility map), but not the
other way around. This natural fact of Hilal sighting is also stated
in Fiqh texts below (Ibn Taimyyah, Majmua Fatawa, vol.13/p.62):

 فإنه متى رؤي في المشرق وجب ان يري في المغرب وال ينعكس،ان الرؤية تختلف باختالف التشريق والتغريب
Meaning: If there is a Hilal sighting in the East, then it must be sighted in the West (but not the other way around)
So if there is a sighting claim from the East (e.g. Saudi Arabia), then hundreds of people from the West (e.g.
Morocco) must be easily able to sight the moon on the same evening in clear sky conditions (a few hours later) e.g. see visibility map for Safar 1438 AH.
6.4
It is also important to note that anyone who provides a moon sighting report is someone who actually
follows local moon sighting themselves. It is not appropriate to accept moon sighting report from people who do
not follow it themselves (as pointed out by Mufti Yusuf Sacha, 2015). For Allah says:
“O you who have believed, why do you say what you do not do? It is most hatred in the sight of Allah that you say
what you do not do.” (Quran 61:1-2)
Since the UK is in the same Time-Zone and close proximity to some of the European countries (e.g. Belgium,
Netherlands, France, Germany, Spain etc.) we have been trying to make contacts with any local moon sighting
groups within those countries via the Islamic Crescent Observation Project (ICOP) moon sighting volunteer group.
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From our International ICOP contacts, we became aware of some members in Germany (www.mondsichtung.de/)
and Algeria (www.siriusalgeria.net/), who carry out regular moon sightings, especially at start and end of
Ramadan. Unfortunately, we have not been able to make contacts with any authorities who make monthly Hilal
decisions based on their own sighting reports, other than relying on foreign news (e.g. country of their origin).
Therefore, it is not appropriate for the UK to rely on any moon sighting news from any European countries until
they have been confirmed to follow their own local moon sighting reports for all months. However, the option to
send a small group of experienced observers from the UK to those countries at start/end of Ramadan should be
considered if there is a good possibility of Hilal sighting on those locations (based on astronomical data).

7. Moon Sighting Calculations
7.1 The Holy Quran clearly states: “The sun and the moon follow course [exactly] computed” (Quran 55:5)
Observation experience over many years have also proven the accuracy of the position of the sun and the moon,
especially during the times of solar eclipses, which visually shows the accuracy of New Moon Conjunction (NMC).
However, the calculations of crescent moon visibility are very complex and it was not possible until 1990’s when
high powered personal computers became accessible to researchers who were able to produce more accurate
models that matched the actual sightings and started a revolution in predicting crescent moon visibility4.
The ICOP group started collecting actual observation data since 1998 using Dr Bernard Yallop of HM Nautical
Almanac Office (UK) visibility model and by 2006, an improved model was published by Engineer Mohammad
Odeh5, which shows both the waxing and waning phases of the moon to a high degree of accuracy (see below).

Figure 7.1 Waning Crescent Moon (10 Jan 2013) – Safar 1434

Figure 7.2 Waxing Crescent Moon (12 Jan 2013) – Rabi-I 1434

From the above
visibility maps for
waning and waxing
crescent moon, as verified with actual observations, the duration of the New Moon Phase (Mahaq) is about 60
hours (2.5 days) long and in extremely rare cases it may be about 36 hours (1.5 days) long if both the waning and
waxing crescent can be seen 18 hrs before and after NMC.
4

See, “The Astronomy of Islamic Calendar”, by Dr Muhammad Ilyas (Malaysia), published by AS Noordeen (1997).

5

See, “New Criterion for Lunar Crescent Visibility”, by Mohammad Odeh, published by Springer (2006)/ www.icoproject.org
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Regarding the phases of the moon, Allah says: "And (as for) the moon, We have measured for it mansions/phases
(to traverse) till it returns like the old dried curved date stalk (Urjoonil Qadim)." [Quran 36:39]
In the Tafsir Jalalyan6 of the above verse it is stated there are visible and invisible phases of the moon (Mahaq), i.e.
when it cannot be seen (for 1 or 2 days in each month). Therefore, the predicted crescent visibility maps, simply
confirm the visible and invisible phases of the moon, which is consistent with the Quran and Ahadith.
7.2
There are three types of visibility maps that are widely used over past 10 years and while the ones by Eng
Khalid Shaukat (USA) and Eng Mohammad Odeh (UAE) are very similar, the one by Dr Barnard Yallop (UK) is
slightly different.
The visibility maps by Dr Barnard Yallop of HM Nautical Almanac Office (HMNAO) was first published in 1997
based on naked eye and small telescope sightings. However, due to advancement in technology with improved
optics and computerised telescopes, more recent world-record sightings have been incorporated by Shaukat and
Odeh criteria in 2005 - 2006.
Dr Barnard Yallop has retired many years ago and the present Head of HMNAO (Dr Steve Bell) was requested by
ICOUK (in 2012 – 2015) to make a number of improvements to their old visibility maps, such as to include more
recent world-record by Jim Stamm (USA) to make the curves similar to Shaukat and Odeh criteria (see Appendix).
While they accepted the other suggestions and revised their maps accordingly (astro.ukho.gov.uk/moonwatch),
they did not consider one or two world record sighting records were sufficient to change their maps. The ICOUK
website prefers to use HMNAO maps (Yallop/A+B), since they are sufficient for UK adverse weather conditions.
7.3
Using the crescent visibility maps for a given location or region, it is now possible to produce a predicted
Hijri Calendar for civil purposes (e.g. for Ramadan/Eid holidays), which will also match actual observations, since
cloudiness is a local phenomenon and the whole country or the region is not cloudy at the same time. The tables
below show the predicted Hijri Calendar based on the “Regional Moon Sighting Criteria for the UK” as examples.
Hijri Calendar for UK (1437 AH)
Month Start Date
Days Cnt
Muharram
15/10/2015
29
Safar
13/11/2015
30
Rabi-I
13/12/2015
30
Rabi-II
12/01/2016
29
Jumada-I
10/02/2016
30
Jumada-II
11/03/2016
29
Rajab
09/04/2016
29
Sha'ban
08/05/2016
30
Ramadan
07/06/2016
29
Shawwal
06/07/2016
30
Dhul-Qa'dah
05/08/2016
29
Dhul-Hijjah
03/09/2016
30
Total
354

Hijri Calendar for UK (1438 AH)
Month
Start Date
Days Cnt
Muharram
03/10/2016
29
Safar
01/11/2016
30
Rabi-I
01/12/2016
30
Rabi-II
31/12/2016
30
Jumada-I
30/01/2017
29
Jumada-II
28/02/2017
30
Rajab
30/03/2017
29
Sha'ban
28/04/2017
29
Ramadan
27/05/2017
30
Shawwal
26/06/2017
29
Dhul-Qa'dah
25/07/2017
29
Dhul-Hijjah
23/08/2017
30
Total
354

6

"And [as for] the moon - (read wa’l-qamaru, in the nominative, or wa’l-qamara, in the accusative; and it may be in the
accusative because of a following verb that governs it) We have determined it, with respect to its course, [to run] in phases twenty eight phases in twenty eight nights of every month; it becomes concealed for two nights when the month has thirty
days, and for one night when it has twenty nine days - until it returns, during its final phase seeming to the [human] eye, like
an aged palm-bough, in other words, like the stalk with a date cluster when it ages, becoming delicate, arched and yellowish."
[Ref: Tafsir Jalalyan, Quran (38:39)]
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8. Moon Sighting Questions
There are number of historical questions on how the moon sighting criteria evolved in the UK, as given below.
8.1
What was the moon sighting criteria followed by the UK Muslims prior to 1986?
Early Muslim immigrants to the UK used to follow the moon sighting news from their country of origin, but as the
community became more established they decided to follow their own local sighting by the naked eye or (in the
event of persistent adverse weather conditions in the UK) to borrow it from Morocco, the nearest Muslim country
to the UK. This was agreed by in an all-party conference in 1984 at London Regents Park Mosque (see Reference).
8.2
What was the moon sighting criteria followed by the UK Muslims after 1986?
The moon sighting news from Morocco used to arrive by fax to a shopkeeper and he used to rely the news to the
scholars of the sighting report. Once on 29th Ramadan it arrived very late after the shopkeeper had closed the
shop for the night and found it next morning that the moon of Shawwal was sighted in Morocco the night before.
There was a dispute amongst some of the senior UK scholars as to break the fast and celebrate Eid on that day or
to continue keeping the fast and celebrate Eid on the next day. This was the cause of the split where one party
decided to start following Saudi Arabia and the other party continued to follow Morocco as per 1984 agreement.
8.3
Who are the Wifaqul Ulama and what is their moon sighting criteria since 2006?
Since the above split in 1986, the vast majority of the UK Muslims started following Saudi Arabia for convenience
as the news arrived well before UK sunset times and a day or two before Morocco. However, due to world-wide
moon sighting reports by ICOP members and publication of various research papers, it became apparent that the
news from Saudi Arabia was doubtful, if not totally wrong. This awareness lead to a few courageous Imams and
Scholars to break away from following Saudi Arabia in 2006 to form an organisation by the name Wifaqul Ulama to
establish local moon sighting. If it is not possible to locally sight the Hilal, then their criteria is to follow verified
sighting reports from East of UK/Morocco on the 29th date, otherwise completing the month as 30-days. This
group became known to ICOUK members in 2008 and since then they have been promoted by ICOUK members to
revive the Sunnah of local moon sighting in the UK.
8.3

When did Wifaqul Ulama started following moon sighting reports from South Africa?

The initial moon sighting criteria by Wifaqul Ulama was to follow local moon sighting news (and to use
astronomical data as a guide) or to follow news from Morocco. However, in 2008 Mufti Ebrahim Desai from South
Africa visited various UK cities and was asked to provide moon sighting reports from Jamiatul Ulama South Africa.
There are numerous fatawa from many senior Ulama of the Indian subcontinent for UK to follow Morocco moon
sighting only in the event of persistent adverse UK weather conditions, but not any further. Here is an extract:
“There is a far greater distance between Britain and Saudi whereas Morocco is a lot closer to Britain. To abandon a
close country’s sightings and to accept Saudis sighting, is in contradiction with the principles of Fiqh.”
[Mufti Habibur Rahman, Mufti Darul-uloom Deoband, 18th of Safar 1424 AH] – Ref: www.central-mosque.com
The distance from London (UK) to Rabat (Morocco) is about 1,660 miles, to Makkah (Saudi Arabia) is about 3,880
miles and to Cape Town (South Africa) is about 8,240 miles. If UK following Saudi Arabia is in contradiction to the
principle of fiqh as stated above, how does UK following South Africa become in conformity to the principle of fiqh
when it’s more than twice as far from Saudi Arabia?
When Maulana Samiruddin Qasmi, a senior member of Wifaqul Ulama was asked in c.2008 for the reason, he said
it was to reduce the differences of 2-days Eid celebration with Saudi Arabia. Since 2012, Saudi Supreme Court has
adopted the revised Ummul Qura calendar (2002) as the minimum criteria for witness reports, reducing the
difference to 1-day or None.
Therefore, it is most important for Wifaqul Ulama (and others) to review their moon sighting criteria and ignore
any moon sighting report from South Africa (even though it may be reliable) and adopt a more cautious approach
of Regional Moon Sighting criteria as explained in this document. Is it appropriate to adopt a weak method for the
sake of about 2 days in 36 months (5%), when in vast majority of the cases (95%) there is no need to consider it?
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9. Summary and Conclusions
This paper has tried to explained the important of moon sighting for the UK by discussing the following:
9.1
To establish a lunar calendar by sighting the moon is a command of Allah and the Sunnah of Prophet
Muhammad ( )صلى هللا عليه وسلمand his Sahabah ()راضي هللا عنهم.
9.2
To start and end each and every month by local moon sighting is also established from the Sunnah,
including Ramadan and Dhul Hijjah.
9.3
The Prophet Muhammad ()صلى هللا عليه وسلم, has always followed local moon sighting and did not borrow
the news from distance places (e.g. Makkah to Madinah).
9.4
The concept of “Global Moon Sighting” is a linguistic interpretation, which has never been practiced by the
Muslim Ummah for past 1400 years and it is not possible due to the spherical earth and time-zone differences.
9.5
If local sighting is not possible due to abnormal geographical location, such as in the UK, then “Regional
Moon Sighting” is probably a more correct interpretation of “Global Moon Sighting” mentioned in Fiqh texts.
9.6
There must be a time-limit by which the news of moon sighting must be considered, which was found to
be between Maghrib (sunset) and Isha (dusk), i.e. between 1 - 1.5 hrs (for UK Summer and Winter seasons).
9.7
In consideration of how far East or West the moon sighting news can be obtained from for the UK, it was
found to be between Berlin (Germany) to the East and Dakar (Senegal) to the West for UK Maghrib to Isha times.
9.8
Since the first visibility of moon shifts in both East-West and North-South directions, any moon sighting
news for the UK must not cross the Equator, to avoid the moonset-before-sunset and change of season problems.
9.9
To avoid mistakes from individuals or solo observers, group sighting (Jamme Gafir) is a must for clear sky
conditions, especially if astronomical data shows there is very little or no chance of sighting the moon.
9.10 According to our ICOP contacts, there are a few individuals in Europe (e.g. Germany) and North Africa (e.g.
Algeria) who may be willing to help any future UK delegation to visit those countries for moon sighting, if needed.
9.11 It is not necessary for the UK to follow Hilal news from far places in the East, such as Saudi Arabia or South
Africa, since any moon sighting from the East must be seen in the West, such as on the UK/Morocco horizons.
9.12 The lunar months have some visible and invisible phases as explained in the Tafsir Jalalyan, which can be
accurately predicted by the crescent visibility map calculations and proven with actual observation results.
9.13 By defining the “Regional Moon Sighting” zone for naked eye sighting, it is possible to use visibility maps
(with consideration of seasons) to prepare Hijri calendars for civil purposes, which will match actual sightings.
9.14 The past Muslim leaders/scholars have made great sacrifices to develop a unified moon sighting criteria to
unite all the UK Muslims and this paper has built-on those efforts to suggest an improved criteria for greater unity.
9.15 Regular moon sighting efforts must be continued on the 29th (and the next day) and reported to the Moon
Sighting UK website for future analysis with a view to develop a more reliable moon sighting calendar for the UK.

10.
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12.

Appendix 2

Email communication between Eng Qamar Uddin and Dr Steve Bell (2015) on Visibility Map Differences
-------- Original Message -------Subject:RE: HMNAO crescent visibility criteria (Yallop, 1997)
Date: 2015-09-11 10:14
From: HMNAO <hmnao@UKHO.gov.uk>
To:
'Qamar Uddin UK' <qamar.uddin@uk2.net>
Copy: HMNAO <hmnao@UKHO.gov.uk>
Dear Sir,
Thank you for your e-mails. I think the first things to point out is that the Moon visibility diagrams are there
principally for guidance purposes. They should [not] be taken as being "definitive".
To base the criteria for the Danjon limit for the new crescent moon on a single observation for the last crescent
moon seems premature. While I have no doubt that the Stamm observation is a valid one, the factors involved in
establishing limits for the old and new crescent moons are probably subtly different. I would prefer to see new
crescent moon observations supporting the Danjon limit used for the new crescent moon.
Most observers who have small telescopes probably don't have access to CCD cameras and to adjust Yallop's
criteria in favour [of] a small group of observers with more advanced technology seems again premature. Yallop's
criteria was originally established using telescopic observations with the human eyeball rather than with electronic
assistance such as CCD cameras, web cams and the like. However, there may be a case for adding an extra criteria
for more advanced observation techniques. This would have to be investigated carefully.
I will certainly review Odeh's 2004 paper as this will be a valuable source of observations.
Regards,
Steve
Dr. Steve Bell
Head, HM Nautical Almanac Office
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office
Admiralty Way
TAUNTON
Somerset
TA1 2DN
Tel: 00 44 (0)1823 337900 ext. 4010
Direct line: 00 44 (0)1823 723421
Mobile: N/A
Fax: 00 44 (0)1823 335396
Email: steve.bell@ukho.gov.uk

www.ukho.gov.uk / astro.ukho.gov.uk



please consider the environment before printing this email
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-------- Original Message -------Subject:
HMNAO crescent visibility criteria (Yallop, 1997)
Date: 2015-08-03 18:44
From: Qamar Uddin UK <qamar.uddin@uk2.net>
To: Steve.Bell, ukho@ukho.gov.uk

Dear Dr Steve Bell,
As you may be aware that many of our UK Muslim scholars use the HMNAO crescent visibility maps
to verify crescent observation reports, especially for Ramadan and two Eids.
However, the differences between the HMNAO (Yallop, 1997) and other visibility maps, such as by
ICOP Crescent Observation Results (Odeh, 2006) causes confusion.
As a result of the above differences, some of the Muslim scholars quite often accept erroneous
observation reports (e.g. Shawwal 1435/Johannesburg) on the basis that the visibility maps are not
accurate, anyway!
Therefore, could you please review the published paper by Mohammad Odeh and consider if the
Yallop criteria can be updated with the additional observation data, especially the record telescope
sighting report by Jim Stamm from Arizona (USA)?
If the above observation data cannot be accepted, then a short statement on your HMNAO website
with the reasons (for the differences between visibility maps) would be appreciated.
Regards,
Qamar Uddin, ICOUK
--

Extract from Experimental Astronomy (2004) 18: 39–64; DOI: 10.1007/s10686-005-9002-5
C Springer 2006; NEW CRITERION FOR LUNAR CRESCENT VISIBILITY by Mohammad Odeh
7.3. TOPOCENTRIC ARCL (ELONGATION) - p.24
The minimum elongation crescent seen by optical aid is 6.4 degrees (Stamm #797, at the time of
last visibility at 13:09 UT); for naked eye observations this is 7.7 degrees (Pierce #274, at the time
of first visibility at 23:55 UT.).
8. Danjon limit - p.25
Danjon (1936) found that no crescent can be seen when the Moon is less than 7 degrees from the
Sun, because the arc length of the crescent is then zero. He attibuted this effect to the shadow of the
lunar mountains. McNally (1983) found a Danjon limit of 5 degrees and explained it by atmospheric
turbulence (seeing) effects. Schaefer (1991) found that a Danjon limit of 7 degrees and showed that
in that configuration the Moon brightness per unit length of lies actually below the eye's detection
threshold. From our large database, we find a Danjon limit of 6.4 degrees from observation #697.

13.

Comments from Moon Sighting Researchers

(a) Dr Salman Zafar Shaikh commented: "Your paper looks comprehensive and excellent MashaAllah. Also, you
may want to include Shaykh Al-Othaimeen Fatwa for local [moon sighting for Ramadan] and for Eid ul Adha.
Also, reference the Shaykh Ibrahim Memon's paper [on moon sighting]".
(b) Dr Mamnun Khan commented: "This is one of the best succinct pieces of work I have yet read on this topic. It
is a formidable proposal, a testament to your heavy contribution to this field of research. Allah will surely
reward you abundantly".
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14.

Appendix 3 – Use of Optical Aid (added 9/2019)

The persistent adverse weather conditions of the UK make it difficult to see the youngest crescent moon (Hilal),
which could be easily seen by the naked eye in perfect weather conditions in nearby countries (e.g. Morocco).
However, the excellent improvements made in the manufacture of telescope optics and computerised mounts in
recent years mean, it is now possible to see the crescent moon by high-powered optical telescopes well beyond
the capacity and capability of the average human eyesight.
The role of the telescope is not to create an object that does not exist (but rather to enhance the sighting of an
object by making it bigger and brighter) without causing the premature date change (e.g. by CCD imaging) of a
visibility-based calendar.
Therefore, it has been recommended to add this guidance note to the ICOUK Moon Sighting Criteria (2017), as
stated below.
The use of optical aid is allowed in the UK provided the moon is possible to be sighted by the average naked eye of
correct vision anywhere within the sighting zone (Matale), but not otherwise.
The sighting zone currently agreed includes the UK to Morocco region, which may change in the future as the
number of sighters increases to combat adverse weather conditions in the UK.
The possibility of the sighting (Imkan Al-Ruyat) by the naked eye is defined as per HMNAO/Yallop Code A (or B
above age 24 hrs)*, as informed by UK observation experiences over many years.
*or the equivalent in other published criteria (e.g. Odeh, NACSA, etc).
Note: the purpose of restricting the use of optical aid above is to keep the moon sighting experiences within the
reach of the general public (Ruy’yat Ammah) and not just for the selected few (astronomy experts)!
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